Attempted validation of a method to locate entry and exit foramens of the branches of the trigeminal nerve; benefits for an original cephalometric analysis technique.
Trigeminal analysis focuses on the skeletal entrance and exit orifices of the sensitive fibers of the trigeminal nerve. The aim of this study was to validate the techniques used to locate these landmarks as described by the creator of trigeminal analysis of the face. This descriptive study was performed on a dry human skull. Two tin balls forming markers R1 and R2 were fixed at random on the skull in a median sagittal position. Two headfilms of the skull were made. The first showed tin balls fixed at the entrance and exit foramens of the sensitive fibers of the trigeminal nerve. The second showed the foramens without the tin balls. The position of the reference point corresponding to the entrance and exit points of the trigeminal fibers was entered on a tracing made from the headfilm (without the balls on the foramens) by 16 operators using an ad hoc guide supplied by Crocquet. A comparison was made between the points as positioned by these operators and the true points as revealed by the X-rays of the balls on the first image (Gold Standard) by calculating the difference between their coordinates on an axis connecting R1 et R2 (X-axis) and the line perpendicular to it passing through R2 (Y-axis). Trigeminal cephalometric analysis was then performed on each of the tracings. The angles and linear values were compared. The validity of the positioning of the points and of the values provided by the analysis was demonstrated by the existence of a difference of less than 2units (mm or degrees). No difference in the means between the trigeminal points found by the operators and the Gold Standard points represented by the X-rays of the balls placed on the foramens exceeded 2mm in absolute value on the Y-axis. On the X-axis, the differences greater than 2mm in absolute value related to: the supra-orbital notch (ESO) and the foramen ovale (FO) (2.12 and 8.19mm, respectively). The angles (ESO-TGR-TO) and (TGR-ESO-TSO) were the only ones to display differences exceeding 2° in absolute value between the two images. The detection method advanced by Crocquet for the positioning of the eight points of reference used for analyzing the entrance and exit foramens of the trigeminal nerve is valid apart from the TO and ESO points. Consequently, the validity of the angle measurements involving these points is affected. Further research is required to confirm these findings. If necessary, new recommendations should be devised in order to improve the localization of the TO and ESO cephalometric points.